PROJECT OVERVIEW
Site
The potential disc golf course site under consideration is the Spur Trail in the City of Millbrae. The Spur Trail
consists of a series of six narrow, somewhat separate natural spaces with a central walking path. The site
runs from the intersection of Millbrae and Magnolia Avenues (adjacent to Mills High School) to Richmond
Drive near Tioga drive (adjacent to Taylor Middle School).
Note: Although this assessment identifies 6 distinct sections of the Spur Trail, many people familiar with the
Spur Trail refer to Sections 1-2 as the “Southern Section” and Sections 4-5-6 as the “Northern Section. Others
refer to Sections 1-2-3-4 as “Phase I” and Sections 5-6 as “Phase II”.

Client
The potential disc golf course is being considered, in partnership, by the City of Millbrae and the Rotary Club
of Millbrae.

Funding
The Rotary Club has earmarked $8,000 for this project. Additional funding, if needed, may be available from
Millbrae, the Rotary Club, and/or business sponsors yet to be identified.

Interest
Disc golf is a grassroots sport which often takes a few years to develop a critical mass of interest in a given
region, then experiences a surge of new courses and new participants. Within 50 miles of Millbrae, 17 disc
golf courses were installed in the 30 years after the first course in Aquatic Park in Berkeley in 1982. In the last
7 years, another 20 courses have been installed or are currently under development. The majority of these
courses are located in multi-use areas in public parks, free to play by anyone any time.
San Mateo County is the largest disc golf “desert” in the greater Bay Area, with only one course – an
expensive course on Emerald Hills Golf Course in Redwood City. The nearest course is Gleneagles near Cow
Palace in San Francisco – also an expensive “pay-to-play” layout on a traditional golf course. There are no
free courses nearby; closest are Golden Gate Park in San Francisco, Stevens Creek Park in Cupertino, and
Oyster Bay Regional Shoreline in San Leandro (opening soon).
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Background
The Spur Trail area was originally intended for an expansion of Junipero Serra Boulevard. The community did
not support the expansion. In 1975, it was rezoned open space.
In Spring 2019, the Rotary Club approached the City of Millbrae looking to help with a project via grant
funding. City staff raised the possibility of a disc golf course along the Spur Trail.
The City believes a disc golf course would encourage greater use of the Spur Trail and would increase yearround recreational activity for community members of all ages. They expect the course would be inexpensive
to build and maintain, with minimal liability risk or environmental impact.
The City and Rotary Club have enlisted a professional disc golf course designer, Leonard Muise of Whirlwind
Disc Golf, to help determine the suitability of the potential site. If the site is determined to be suitable,
Leonard will design the course layout and will support the installation.
Note: Rotary Park and Mosta Grove are different, in both features and use, than the other sections of the Spur
Trail. In particular, their users tend to remain in the same area for an extended period of time rather than
passing through. Therefore, those areas are not suitable for a disc golf course and are largely excluded from
the analysis which follows.

Disc golf courses in proximity to Millbrae.
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SITE CHARACTERISTICS
Landscape
Other than the paved walking trail through the middle of the Spur Trail, the ground surface is mostly natural,
unimproved grassland. Some areas are covered with mulch or ivy. In the middle of section 2, across from the
baseball field, a fairly steep gully with seasonal water flow extends from the paved trail to the street.
Trees are typical of Bay Area natural spaces, primarily mature live oaks and eucalyptus, with a few conifers
and other evergreens, and a small number of deciduous varieties. In sections along Millbrae Avenue, there
are approximately 25 immature oaks; the young trees on the western end are still caged. Most of the site has
moderate tree density. Relatively light tree density is found on the steep slope in section 6 near Taylor
Middle School, and the entirety of Section 4 between Hillcrest and Taylor. Heavy tree density is found at the
northernmost side of Section 6 along Richmond Drive. There are very few areas of dense brush.

Topography
The topography varies from mostly flat in Sections 1 and 2 along Millbrae Avenue, to moderate slopes in
Section 4 Soroptomist Park and Section 5 between Hillcrest and Taylor, to steep slopes in the middle and
northernmost side of Section 6 near Taylor Middle School.
Roughly 90% of the terrain is reasonable for most people to traverse year-round, except for the areas
mentioned above: two steep areas, one heavily forested area, and the gully.

Habitat
The site appears to have a healthy ecosystem with flora and fauna typical of a lightly developed, moderately
groomed space in a densely populated suburban area. Animal observations included squirrels, crows, hawks,
turkeys, and various songbirds. No unusual or protected species were observed or otherwise indicated.

Weather
Millbrae weather is mild year-round. During the day, temperatures are almost always between 50 and 80
degrees, with rare ice or heavy frost overnight. The most unique characteristic is strong winds, reliably 15-25
mph on summer afternoons, less common during wetter times of year. The gully in Section 2 likely becomes
impassible a few days each year during and immediately after heavy rainstorms.

Boundaries
The site is bounded by various structures and spaces, ranging from chain link fences near athletic fields,
backyard fences of single family homes, driveways of rental complexes, and fairly busy neighborhood streets.

Parking
There is no dedicated parking for the Spur Trail. Most users park on the Trail side of Millbrae Avenue:
Section 1 has roughly 40 spaces with a 2-hour limit, Section 2 another 40 with no limit. In the middle
sections, there are a few spaces where Hillcrest Blvd and Taylor Blvd intersect with the Spur Trail.
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At the north end, there is ample parking on school property in the lot off Taylor Blvd and through the gate on
Richmond Drive, and similarly along Minorca Way approaching the Shea Center. There is no signage
indicating restrictions in these areas, though the lots on Taylor and Minorca tend to be nearly or completely
full during school hours. (Note: There is a “No Trespassing” sign on Minorca, near a standalone garage
structure, which seems to suggest that people should not enter that entire section of the Spur Trail.)

Park Activities
During most hours, roughly 80% of Spur Trail users appear to be local residents going for a walk, with roughly
10-30 people spread out along the trail at any given time. Path use peaks before and after school, when 100200 children briefly crowd the trail on either end near Mills High School and Taylor Middle School. There’s
also frequent foot traffic on the paved section crossing the trail to access the skate park or high school
running track.
Other common activities, with lower frequency, include runners and cyclists on the trail, exercise stations
near the high school, and folks resting on benches along the way. Very few people leave the paved trail to
wander through the grasslands.
The southeast portion of the Spur Trail, near the high school and skate park (Sections 1-2) is generally much
busier than the northern section from Soroptomist Park to Taylor Middle School (Sections 5-6).
Other than a handful of benches found along the way, the vast majority of current use consists of “passthrough” activities, where people continue through the space rather than remaining stationary for more than
a minute or two. (Excluding Rotary and Mosta Parks where stationary use is typical, as noted above.)
In the future, the City may improve the path through the middle of Soroptomist Park to be comparable (read:
wider, paved) to the other sections. They may also add a dedicated exercise area with several apparatus in
the unpaved area across from the entrance to the skate park.
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FINDINGS: SUITABILITY & CAPACITY
The main part of a Whirlwind Site Assessment is a map which rates each section for suitability and capacity.

About Suitability
“Suitability” is rated on a 9-step color spectrum from “Fantastic” (dark green) to “So-So” (yellow) to “No
Way!” (dark red).
Suitability incorporates many factors. From a community perspective, these factors include safety,
environment, and integration (how well does disc golf fit in with existing experiences). From a player
perspective, these factors include skill match (level of challenge for likely participants), flight variety, visual
appeal, access, weather, safety, and security. From a client perspective, these factors include installation cost
and effort, maintenance cost and effort, and liability.
The suitability rating is an initial indicator, not a static predictor. A professional course designer can ensure,
for example, that sections rated “Poor” can meet high standards of safety and integration, given proper
mitigations and compromises to less critical factors such as flight variety. Still, generally, the overall appeal
and success of the course will largely correlate to these ratings.

About Capacity
The map also indicates the potential capacity – i.e., the number of holes – if a course were to have holes in
that section.
The footprint of a disc golf course can vary quite a bit, depending on the terrain, intended skill level, and
other factors. A common rule of thumb is that each hole would utilize one acre. However, elite competitive
courses such as Gleneagles in San Francisco use as much as 2 acres per hole. And beginner-friendly courses
such as Gehringer Park in Concord use as little as 1/8 of an acre per hole.
Important note: Disc golf is a “pass-through” activity. Thousands of disc golf courses are enjoyed
harmoniously in public spaces shared with other “pass-through” activities such as walking and biking. These
spaces are available to everyone and never monopolized by anyone.
Important note: The capacity rating is based on a rough sense of potential, not an actual design. During the
design process, many things will be taken into consideration to determine how many holes would actually
work well in any given area, to produce a complete layout that will be successful in the eyes of all
stakeholders.

Suitability and Capacity Map
This assessment evaluated 31 distinct sections within the overall Spur Trail area.
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1vJn0OuBducUkhZSLnU0hBhvHymLlksE8&usp=sharing
The vast majority of the 31 sections in the Spur Trail are rated no higher than “Subpar” – the 6th highest
rating in the 9-color spectrum. Most of these sections are indeed suitable for disc golf, but the necessary
safety and integration mitigations will likely result in holes with limited appeal for players.
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Highlights, limited comments. (Additional details and options should be discussed in the field.)
-

Sections 14 and 28, which happen to be far apart, are the only two sections with relatively strong
potential.

-

Sections 1-18 have the most foot traffic. Flights cannot be designed to fly over the path.

-

Sections 24 and 25 would be more suitable if trees were added.

-

Section 22 has good player potential, but proximity to homes is a constraint. Keep baskets away from
fences.

Screen shot of the Google map with suitability and capacity ratings.

Suitability is rated on a spectrum from dark green (“Fantastic!”) to
yellow (“So-so”) to dark red (“No Way!”)
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FINDINGS: SWOT ANALYSIS
A SWOT Analysis captures the unique considerations surrounding a specific project. It often leads to actions
which improve the results of the project.
S-W-O-T: Strengths and Weaknesses are things that the project team brings to the project, internal things
they can directly control. Opportunities and Threats are things that impact the project from the outside,
things the team may be able to influence but cannot complete control.

Strengths (internal)
1. Professional course designer with a strong track record, successful courses of all types.
2. Earmarked budget is sufficient for a basic 9-hole course, including professional design.
3. Volunteer labor would assist with installation.
4. Course equipment is easy to move or remove, as needed.

Weaknesses (internal)
1. Uncertain funding source for upgraded installation (e.g., tee pads, better tee signs, multiple basket
sleeves), enhancements such as retaining walls and new plantings, and/or more than 9 holes.
2. The young live oaks are susceptible to harm by flying discs. If the course uses these sections, we’ll
need to protect those trees until they mature.
3. Legitimate concerns about safety, noise, and environmental impact. Mitigations are straightforward.

Opportunities (external)
1. Disc golf is inexpensive. Beginners only need one disc, at most three. $10-30 total cost.
2. Disc golf is easy to understand and learn: Throw it toward the basket, try to lower your score.
3. Proximity to schools – youth participation.
4. Proximity to senior facilities – senior participation.
5. Closest courses are among the most expensive in the sport; increases the appeal of a free course.
6. Positive economic impact. Disc golfers, like anyone else, spend money when they go places.
7. Site can easily be reached by vehicle and mass transit; sufficient parking.

Threats (external)
1. Disc golf is probably unfamiliar to many in the community. Accordingly, some initial reaction may be
negative. Let’s make sure everyone has a chance to understand the proposal.
2. Paved path down the middle of the Spur Trail slices the potential flight space in half, resulting in
short, perhaps relatively uninteresting throws. Easily mitigated by professional designer. Safety first.
3. If we built a course that flowed across the several areas, players would have to cross busy
neighborhood streets to continue along the course. Not ideal for younger players.
4. Despite the culture of consideration in shared spaces, less experienced players may be tempted to
throw longer shots from a non-designated location, bringing the path or other no-go areas into play.
Odds are, this will be rare and harmless. But it’s not something we can completely control.
5. Strong winds make disc flights less predictable. Another factor to incorporate into a safe design.
6. Vandalism can happen. Baskets are sturdy, difficult to damage or remove. Tee sign graffiti is more
common. Each year, it costs about 10% of the original course cost to fix or replace course equipment.
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FINDINGS: RECOMMENDATIONS
The recommendations are high-level and preliminary, likely to change. They’re a starting point for discussion.

What Kind of Course Would Work Best Here?
In communities that are less familiar with disc golf, it may be good to start out with a small, low-key course,
to help assuage concerns. Especially if the course needs to be tightly integrated with existing uses.
Short throws: Holes averaging 125-175 feet
- There’s not a lot of suitable terrain overall.
- The paved path will constrain fairway distance in many sections.
- Beginners enjoy short holes more than long holes. (see “Who Would Play Here?” below)
Simple layout
- Basic equipment – one tee pad, max two sleeves per hole. (Note: tee pads may exceed budget.)
- Inconspicuous features – low-visibility baskets, ground-level tee signs, minimal additional signage.
- Simple flow – avoid having consecutive holes separated by big gaps or public streets
Small number of holes: Minimum 6, Max 9
- At least 6, otherwise not worth the time
- All holes in only one area, initially

Who Would Play Disc Golf at This Course?
Beginners and Novices
-

As noted above, the small space and tight constraints demand a design with relatively short holes
averaging no more than 150 feet (vs the benchmark of 300 feet for full-length courses.)

-

Given the relative lack of courses nearby, Spur Trail players are more likely to be beginners than in
areas where many courses are available, and player skills have progressed, over a period of time.

10-40 Players Per Day -- depending on day of week, weather, etc
-

The number depends on the number of holes – e.g., 9 holes is more appealing than 6 – and the
quality of the design and installation.

-

These numbers are fairly typical for a disc golf course. Higher participation is found at full-scale, wellimplemented courses optimized for average skill levels.

-

40 players is not crowded. Given that it takes less than an hour to play 9 holes, 40 players is an
average of 4-5 players per hour during the day.

Mostly Locals
-

Smaller scale disc golf courses, even good ones like the Spur Trail, typically appeal to players who live
within 5 or 10 miles.

-

If you’re an Advanced or Expert player living in San Mateo County, you’ll probably play the Spur Trail
a few times a year, but will spend most of your playing time at full-scale, more challenging courses.
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APPENDIX A: MORE ABOUT DISC GOLF
How Do You Play Disc Golf?
Disc golf is played like traditional golf. Start on the tee and play each shot from the previous spot until
completing the hole. The goal is to complete the course in as few shots as possible.
More info:
- Disc golf juxtaposed with traditional golf, featuring top players: vimeo.com/50806380
- Introduction from the governing organization of disc golf (comparable to the USGA):
https://www.pdga.com/introduction
- Basic rules and courtesy: https://discgolf.com/disc-golf-education-development/disc-golf-rules-forrecreational-play/
- Local club’s introduction to disc golf: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oYcujwAKwVw
- How Do Golf Discs Fly (long video): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-GwdghSH4rk

Disc Golf Players and Culture
Almost anyone can play disc golf. Age doesn’t matter. Physical and economic barriers are low.
There are roughly 3-4 million disc golfers in the U.S.
- Frequency: 10% of all players are “Avid” (at least once a week), 60% of all players are “Dedicated” (at
least once a month), 30% of all players are “Occasional” (at least once a year).
- Skill: 2% Expert, 15% Advanced, 45% Intermediate, 30% Novice, 10% Beginner.
- Yes, there’s a fairly strong correlation between frequency and skill – e.g., most “Avid” players are
either Expert or Advanced.
Generally, if you see someone playing disc golf, they’re most likely an intermediate player or novice who
plays at least once a month. Once players get started, they tend to get hooked; they play a lot.
Disc golfers are widely represented across age, race, gender, socioeconomics, and geography. The highest
level of participation is college-educated, middle-class white males in their 30s.
As a grassroots sport, disc golf culture largely reflects the culture of the local community. However, there are
some themes and values which do characterize the sport, especially among experienced players.
-

Etiquette. Like traditional golf, disc golfers are expected to demonstrate self-officiated integrity, even
in the most serious competitions.

-

Courtesy. Most disc golf courses are located in multi-use areas of public parks. Disc golfers are
habitually considerate of other park users.

-

Inclusiveness. Yes, disc golf’s oldest roots are borne of hippy counter-culture, a contrast to the
exclusive and expensive reputation of traditional golf. Moreover, as a relatively small sport, disc
golf’s participants are eager to share their passion with new people.

-

Environmental stewardship. Disc golf is hiking while throwing Frisbees. Disc golfers celebrate the
natural space and often volunteer to nurture it. Also, disc golf courses are often located in previously
neglected or troubled spaces, so players take pride in the spaces that the community has reclaimed.
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More info:
-

State of Disc Golf Survey: articles on player demographics:
https://infinitediscs.com/blog/?s=demographics

-

A sport that everyone can play: https://infinitediscs.com/blog/courses/disc-golf-a-sport-thateveryone-can-play/

-

Older people playing disc golf: http://lompocrecord.com/and-thriving-donald-shinn-still-enjoys-discgolf/article_fc2399e1-bb22-5424-8948-413b4975699c.html

-

Young people playing disc golf
o

https://www.ourvalleyvoice.com/2017/10/12/junior-disc-golfers-compete-californiachampionships-mooney-grove/

o

https://www.facebook.com/communityfirsthealthplans/videos/1354827844540517/

o

http://bakersfieldnow.com/news/local/bakersfield-teen-sets-new-disc-throw-world-record

o

https://www.kidsdiscgolf.com/

-

Kids and disc golf culture: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JSTsXJGuVIc&feature=youtu.be

-

Preserving the spirit of the game as disc golf grows: http://www.discgolfprotour.com/news/growthe-sport-but-why

-

San Francisco Disc Golf Club culture, within context of major competition at San Francisco Open
https://melmagazine.com/en-us/story/disc-golf-is-going-pro-and-life-for-chill-bros-has-never-beenbetter

-

Sport-wide charity tournament makes a huge donation to St Jude: https://college.discgolf.io/p/discgolf-raises-214000-for-st-jude

Issues & Perceptions
When a disc golf course is installed, some people are excited about the chance to test their disc-throwing
skills in a natural space, while others – especially those unfamiliar with disc golf -- may have reservations.
Concerns are usually in four areas:
•

Safety. No sport or recreation is absolutely risk-free. Each year, roughly 2 trillion – yes, trillion – disc
golf throws are made on courses in multi-use areas (5000 courses x 365 days x 25 rounds x 50
throws). The average number of severe injuries to players or passers-by is less than one per year.
Nonetheless, there are ways to reduce this historically tiny risk even further, including the installation
of informational signage and hiring a professional designer ensure shots fly away from trouble spots.

•

Environment. Disc golf’s impact on the environment is far lighter than most sports and recreations,
many of which require elimination of natural space. On well-designed courses, the impact is limited
to foot traffic and maybe marks on trees from deflecting discs. Habitat impacts are extremely rare.
When needed, a professional designer can provide straightforward mitigations to potential erosion
and tree issues.

•

Misbehavior. Often, disc golf courses are the solution to misbehavior such as crime, dumping, and
encampments – as demonstrated at the two most popular courses in the greater Bay Area, Golden
Gate Park and DeLaveaga (Santa Cruz), and two new courses in Concord and Santa Rosa. Sometimes
however, despite the overall disc golf culture of stewardship and courtesy, a small number of
newbies may behave badly, just like a small number of people in any group. Rest assured that
experienced players find such misbehavior completely unacceptable, and will be the first to speak up.
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•

Congestion / Monopolization. Disc golf is a pass-through activity -- where people continue through
the space rather than remaining stationary for more than a minute or two – which integrates well
with other pass-through activities. Because most courses are installed in multi-use space, disc golfers
know that they should wait to throw when someone is passing through or near a hole. At a typical
course, disc golf’s usage density averages less than one person per acre during daylight, and only 3-4
people per acre during peak times.

Putting things in perspective.
- Thirty-seven years after the first Bay Area disc golf course was installed in Berkeley in 1982, 36 more
have been installed within 50 miles of Millbrae. During this time, how many disc golf courses were
removed from these parks due to problems with the course or the players? None. They all continue
to provide fun, affordable recreation to their communities.
More info:
-

Public perception is increasingly positive: https://parkeddiscgolf.org/2019/10/14/disc-golf-is-winninghearts-and-minds-new-studyshows/?fbclid=IwAR3vJPCFgFSmSOvPaeXigh3SdWgLM9n0f292_huUpDvxgvTnb1TyfucGey8

-

Academic analysis of the costs, mitigations, and benefits of disc golf at a popular course:
http://www.ncurproceedings.org/ojs/index.php/NCUR2014/article/viewFile/741/466

-

Outdoor exercise is good for mental health: https://thrive.kaiserpermanente.org/thrive-together/livewell/can-a-hike-make-you-happier

-

Mental health benefits, ala Chef Andrew Zimmern: https://www.connectsports.com/feature/andrewzimmern/

-

Unsafe park transformed by disc golf:
https://www.heraldtribune.com/article/LK/20120405/News/605200051/SH/

-

New course in Santa Rosa helps with homeless concern:
https://www.pressdemocrat.com/lifestyle/9956867-181/why-sonoma-county-disc-golfers

-

Disc golf actually benefits the environment: https://www.capenews.net/sandwich/news/sandwichdisc-golf-course-proposal-rises-again/article_0af12805-16ca-5e01-bf9f-788138476eab.html

-

Costa Rica country club which boasts disc golf as eco-friendly alternative to traditional golf:
https://www.facebook.com/RobGreenfield/videos/1169764313150645/?hc_ref=NEWSFEED

-

Experienced course designers take safety seriously: https://www.discgolfpark.com/2018/03/14/discgolf-course-safety-defines-legacy/

Disc Golf Organizations
Professional Disc Golf Association: https://www.pdga.com/
-

The PDGA is the non-profit governing body of the sport, similar to the USGA’s role for traditional golf.
It sets the rules and technical standards, sanctions major competitions, and provides worldwide
promotion.

Local Clubs & Events
-

San Francisco Disc Golf Club: http://www.sfdiscgolf.org/ https://www.facebook.com/groups/sfdiscgolf/

-

Peninsula Disc Golf Club: https://www.facebook.com/groups/peninsuladiscgolf/

-

World-class tournament: https://www.throwsfo.com/
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Manufacturers
-

Because disc golf is a fast growing sport with annual retail sales approaching $400M, there are many
major golf disc manufacturers (and a lot of smaller ones), plus companies that make custom bags,
carts, accessories, course equipment, etc.

-

Biggest manufacturer: https://www.innovadiscs.com/

-

Major basket manufacturer / sport founder: https://discgolf.com/

-

Most popular custom golf bags: https://grip-eq.com/

-

Biggest online store in California: https://otbdiscs.com/

-

Disc golf vending machine (no kidding!): https://teeboxx.com/

More general information about disc golf:
-

Disc golf from a parks department perspective:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=XwcG2L3_aoo

-

Academic analysis of disc golf growth -- geographic, economic, cultural (paper)...
http://ga.lsu.edu/wp-content/uploads/oldakowski-mcewen_disc-golf_2013.pdf

-

Versatility of Disc Golf: https://infinitediscs.com/blog/courses/versatility-of-disc-golf/

-

Community benefits: https://infinitediscs.com/blog/courses/disc-golf-benefits-for-the-community/

-

Educational programs: https://edgediscgolf.org/

-

US Championship – spectators, viewers, and charitable tradition: https://usdgc.com/posts/usdgcviewers-charitable-donationsrecap/?fbclid=IwAR3h27bOYobalvFssj8JGy8qZE18Mgn73mhZqRS4ZkGg-WrJ-Hwh8Q_LxDA

-

Playing disc golf at Stafford Lake, Marin County Park:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t16CmbLwGrw

-

Disc golf looking for a home in the Bay Area, back in 1978:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=418d879mufQ

-

Wikipedia: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Disc_golf
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APPENDIX B: COURSE EQUIPMENT AND COSTS
Tee Pads
The tee is where the hole begins.
Tee pads are typically 5’ wide by 10’ long, sometimes smaller on small courses and bigger on big courses.
Surfaces include concrete, pavers, artificial turf, and rubber mats. Concrete is durable, low-maintenance, and
consistent in varied weather. Turf is popular on commercial courses for aesthetics and performance, but
requires more maintenance. Mats perform fairly well, easiest to install, recyclable; not great when wet. Some
courses use unimproved ground rather than a pad, but it will likely perform and look bad if played frequently.
Depending on the terrain and weather, installation may require drainage or retaining or other customizations
to ensure long-term viability.
Multiple tee pads per hole increase variety and help mitigate potential erosion.

Concrete tee pad, unfinished. One of several tee pad material options.

Tee Signs
A tee sign may be placed at each tee to identify the hole number, the par, the distance, and sometimes to
illustrate the recommended flight path(s).
Tee signs are typically coated metal with color graphics, roughly 12”x18” vertical, mounted about 4’ high on
an anchored wood post, located safely behind or to the side of the tee pad. Options include UV coatings and
polycarbonate to help protect signs from sun and vandalism. Some courses use various alternatives, including
mounting signs on tree stumps, painting numbers on rocks, and etching the number into the concrete pad.
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Example of a tee sign illustrating the hole.

Baskets
To complete the hole, the disc must land in the basket. The hanging chains act as a backstop to help the disc
fall into the basket.
Baskets are sturdy, built with galvanized and/or stainless steel -- about 5 feet high, 28” wide, 50-60 lbs.
The pipe slides into a sleeve anchored in a concrete base 18-24” deep. The basket is easily moved from one
sleeve to another, secured by a padlocked collar. Custom branding and powder-coated colors are available.
Baskets are usually installed multiples of 9, one per hole. Multiple sleeves on each hole increase variety and
mitigate potential erosion.

Example of a disc golf target.
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Other Costs
Professional disc golf course designers ensure that your course is as enjoyable, safe, and sustainable as
possible. Designer fees vary widely, depending on the reputation of the designer, the project, and the region.
Whirlwind Disc Golf’s standard fee is $2000 + $200-500 per hole, depending on the complexity of the terrain
and the number of tees and sleeves per hole.
For standard installations, common construction materials will be needed – lumber, concrete, gravel, etc.
Other common costs include a welcome sign at the first hole, directional signs between holes, padlocks for
the basket sleeves, and extra basket(s) for practicing putting before starting the round.
Less common costs include benches, bag holders, tree planting and/or tree screening, gravel or pavers
around tee pads, and various terrain-driven features like retaining walls, steps, and bridges.
Labor costs are a huge variable. In many communities, the local disc golfers provide skilled, volunteer labor.

Total Cost – Various Levels (ballpark estimates do not include labor)
Bare Bones – $4,000 for every 9 holes
- Good quality baskets, no practice basket
- No tee pads, signs, or extra sleeves
- Amateur designer
Most Typical – $7,500 for every 9 holes
- Good quality baskets, plus one practice basket
- One tee pad and one simple tee sign per hole, plus one extra sleeve per hole
- One unique installation feature
- Amateur designer
Best Long-Term Choice – $12,000 for every 9 holes
- Best quality baskets, plus two practice baskets
- Two tee pads (to optimize for more skill levels), durable tee signs, and two extra sleeves per hole
- Welcome sign, directional signs
- Several unique installation features
- Professional designer to ensure the course is fun, safe, and sustainable
World-Class – Total Cost $100K+
- The course equipment itself would be a small part of the total cost
- Amazing tee and green areas
- May include tree-clearing, earth-moving, aesthetic landscaping, new planting, bridges, stairs, etc
- Top professional designer

Whirlwind’s ala carte pricing tool: https://tinyurl.com/y6cqevko
Whirlwind’s online tool has current estimates for all common costs. You can easily change features – e.g.,
different baskets, different tee pads – and immediately see the budget impact.
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Exceptional custom tee box at Gleneagles Golf Course, San Francisco.

Exceptional custom “green” on a course in the Midwest.
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APPENDIX C: DESIGN PRINCIPLES, PROCESS, TIMELINE
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Design Process
When designing or redesigning a disc golf course, Whirlwind generally follows these steps:
1. Stakeholder Meeting: Goals and Constraints
2. Community Context
3. Site Exploration & Analysis
4. Artifact: Site Assessment Report
5. Stakeholder Meeting: Feasibility Review
6. Site – Superlatives and Constraints
7. Layout – Routing
8. Layout – Hole concepts
9. Layout – User Testing
(steps 8 & 9 may be repeated)
10. Layout – Unification
11. Artifact: Course Design (Draft)
12. Stakeholder Meeting: Design Feedback
13. Layout – Modifications
14. Layout – User Testing
15. Layout – Refinements
16. Artifact: Course Design (Final)
17. Stakeholder Meeting: Design Approval

Typical Course Design Timeline
-

Site Assessment: 2-3 weeks
Draft Layout: 4-6 weeks
Final Layout: 2-3 weeks

Typical Course Installation Timeline (some tasks may be concurrent)
-

Equipment Procurement: 1-2 weeks
Hole Illustrations / Graphic Design: 3-4 weeks
Sign fabrication: 2-3 weeks
Basket installation: 1-3 weeks
Tee installation: 1-6 weeks
Sign installation: 1-2 weeks

More Info:
-

https://www.pdga.com/course-development

-

https://www.innovadiscs.com/course-development/

-

https://infinitediscs.com/blog/courses/design-tips/

-

http://www.discgolfcoursedesigners.org/wiki/index.php/Main_Page
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APPENDIX D: ABOUT WHIRLWIND DISC GOLF
Highly-acclaimed course designer; everything
from big pro-style courses to tiny kid-friendly
courses. California expert.
Permanent course designs / installations:
- (in progress): To Be Announced (x2)
- (in progress) Oyster Bay Reg’l Shoreline, San Leandro
(18x2) – first EBPRD course, 40 yrs after first proposal
- 2019: RCRC, Gualala (18)
- 2017: Prewett Park, Antioch (9)
- 2017: Gleneagles GC, San Francisco (18) – Highlyacclaimed elite layout. Pro Tour 2018, 2019.
- 2016: Lake Chabot GC Oakland (9+9)
- 2015: Gehringer Park, Concord (4) – shortest course
in California
- 2015: Emerald Hills GC, Redwood City (9+9) - first
dual golf in Bay Area
- 2015: Sunrise GC, Citrus Heights (18) - first dual golf
in Sacramento area
- 2012: China Peak Ski Resort, Lakeshore (27) - longest
course in California, highly rated
- 2005/2007: Golden Gate Park, San Francisco (12/18) World-renowned. Most popular free course in Cali.

Temporary course designs:
- 2016-2019: Little River GC, Little River (18-20) NorCal Winter Charity Series
- 2016: Bayonet Black Horse GC, Seaside (18) - St. Jude
Invitational
- 2016: Valley Oaks GC, Visalia (21) - Central Valley
Series Champs
- 1994: Newhall Park, Concord (18) - Cali State Champs
- 1992: East La Loma Park, Modesto (18) - NorCal
Series Champs
- 1990-1995: Golden Gate Park, San Francisco, CA (1836) - San Francisco Safari
- 1988: Golden Gate Park, San Francisco, CA (24) WFDF World Champs
- 2015-2018 GCs: Boulder Creek, Vacaville, Modesto,
Stockton, Fresno, Santa Cruz, Lake County, SF

Design Leadership:
- Leading authority on dual golf design, events, and
business strategy.
- Influential member of leading design organizations.

Course Grower:
- 2015-2018: Donated first-class portable course to 8
trial events that later became permanent courses.
- Authored and/or presented 12 course proposals,
including San Francisco, Oakland, Martinez, Livermore,
Vacaville, Modesto.
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Contact Info
Leonard Muise
Owner, Whirlwind Disc Golf
2753 Sulphur Drive
Hayward, CA 94541
510-932-8108
whirlwinddiscgolf@gmail.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/whirlwinddiscgolf/
https://www.facebook.com/WhirlDG/
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APPENDIX E: OPERATING A SUCCESSFUL DISC GOLF COURSE
These topics are beyond the scope of this Site Assessment
-

Maintenance

-

Club MOU

-

Marketing / Events – leagues, clinics, PE programs, senior programs

-

Products – rental, sales
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